WHAT DATAZOA IS BEST AT
dataZoa is most useful for analyzing data series which
are updated frequently and for which the universes
are stable over time. If you are only going to look
something up once, dataZoa is not really needed. If
you want to analyze geographic areas for which the
definitions change frequently, then dataZoa will not
be of great help. However, if your time series is
updated regularly and is defined consistently over
time, then dataZoa can be of great use to you,
because you only need to download the data once
and dataZoa will take care of the updating.

WHAT YOU SHOULDN’T EXPECT
FROM DATAZOA
While dataZoa has a data index that can help guide
you to data sources, don’t expect it to find everything
for you. You will need either to start with their index
and explore suggested sites or already know about
sites from which you can pull data. In addition, you
will still have to pull data down once yourself.
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GENERAL NOTE FOR THIS DOCUMENT: Screen shots taken from what you will
see on the internet are enclosed in a frame which looks like the frame for this
text.

DataZoa Information
GETTING AN ACCOUNT
1. On the internet, go to datazoa.com
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2. When you are returning, you can just enter your info into the Email/Username and Password
boxes. (Then skip to step 3) If it’s the first time, then enter your CSU email (have to enter this
email address because the university has paid to allow CSU accounts) and enter a password of
your choice.
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3. When you sign in, you will see a page similar to the following. If you are returning, you will see
data series you have already downloaded (as below). If it is your first time, the area below
“Series title” will be blank.

4. Note: When you first get into dataZoa, you will probably be in the “Workbench” tab (see above
in #3). However, it’s possible you will come in in the “dZ Dropzone” tab. This option was added
after the first version of this document. We will discuss the dropzone later. For now, everything
which follows will refer to the workbench tab (click on that if not already there).

GET THE DzDOT FOR YOUR BROWSER
You will need this to pull data down and have the data connected to dataZoa. DataZoa provides how-to
info at https://www.datazoa.com/publish/gettingpublicdata1.asp You can also get there by clicking on
the “Get the dZDot” in the top banner as shown in the previous screen shot.

Following are the steps for Firefox.
1. At the site listed above (https://www.datazoa.com/publish/gettingpublicdata1.asp), for Firefox,
click on “1. Get the dZ-Dot for Firefox here”.
2. You may get a message like “Firefox prevented this site (www.datazoa.com) from asking you to
install software on your computer.
3. Click on Allow and then you will probably see something like the following:
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4. Click on the dz-Dot wording with the jigsaw puzzle piece and then “Install Now” when it is
darkened in.
5. You should then see that dZ-Dot has been installed.
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ACCESSING DATA FROM ON-LINE SOURCES: 3 EXAMPLES
Example 1: Pulling down Consumer Price Index (CPI) annual values for Cleveland-Akron
1. Go to www.bls.gov, and Under “Data Tools”, click on one-screen. (If it asks if you want to run
Java, allow it.)

2. When the next screen comes up (below), again click on “One-Screen Data Search”.
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3. This will bring you to a screen like the following:
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4. Under 1, go down and click on Cleveland-Akron, OH
Under 2, click on All items
Under 3, leave as is with not seasonally adjusted checked
Under 4, click on get data
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5. When the data come up they include monthly, annual, and half-year values. NOTE: Sometimes
the dZ dot will not appear right away. If you click a few times in the space to the right of the xlsx
option, it will usually come up eventually or you can try refresh. (You need to see the dot in
order to continue.)

6. I really want just the annual, so I will go to more formatting options in later steps below. But for
now suppose I want this table. Hover over the dZ dot, and when several options appear, grab
and drag the “Drag this datalink to dataZoa” menu item, and drop in the target (crosshairs – see
picture below, where I have added the big red arrow).

7. In dataZoa, this now shows as the first series in the list (above).
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8. For my purposes, I really would like to keep just the annual CPI index. Although it isn’t shown in
the preceding BLS snip (second screen capture back, under #4), the “More Formatting Options”
appears on that same screen on the BLS site, in the right-hand side and towards the top:

9. When you click on the “More formatting options”, you will see the following screen:
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10. I want the annual data so I click on “Annual data” in the second box on the right. Also, I want as
far back as possible, so I click on “From” and change it to 1914 (see below)

11. Then I click on “Retrieve Data” and see the following (I’m only showing the first few years here):
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12. Now I hover over the dZ circle, and click on “Drag this datalink to dataZoa”, and take it over and
drop in the target. If I had done the process this way, then in dataZoa, this now would appear as
the first one in the list, as before:
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13. After running through the process as described in Steps 4-6, when I click on the Cleveland-Akron
data, I get the following, which is the annual data.
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Example 2: Pulling down Building Permits for Cuyahoga County
1. Go to http://censtats.census.gov/bldg/bldgprmt.shtml

2. Make the changes you want to the various options, and then submit.

3. Choose a county and submit.
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4. At this point there will be many options.

5. If you just want Single Family, then you can hover over that dot, same with any of the others,
and select “Drag this datalink to dataZoa”. However, if you want ALL of the data, then you can
hover and select “Drag all data to dataZoa”. If you do this and then drag it to the target
(crosshairs) on the dataZoa tab, you will get 30 series of data (sample shown below):

So you can see that there were 5 rows of possibilities to choose from (single, …, total) and 6
columns of data (estimates with imputation for buildings, units, and construction cost, and
reported only for the same three), so that means 30 series of data. They did not download in a
particularly useful sort order, but all 30 are there.
6. If you want some but not all of the series/fields, then you have to decide whether it’s quicker to
pull over individual series (for example, single-family, two-family, and total – 3 series so 3 times
downloading) or to pull them all over at once and then delete what you don’t want. For more
on this, as well as how to delete multiple series at once, see “TIPS and NOTES”, bullet #3:
“Downloading multiple series at once but not wanting all of the fields/series”, at the end of this
document.
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7. Clicking on the first series produces the following (table is only partially shown – dataZoa pulls
all values back as far as there are on the site):
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Example 3: Pulling down West Texas Intermediate Oil Prices.
From Wikipedia: “West Texas Intermediate (WTI), also known as Texas light sweet, is a grade of crude
oil used as a benchmark in oil pricing. This grade is described as light because of its relatively low
density, and sweet because of its low sulfur content. It is the underlying commodity of Chicago
Mercantile Exchange's oil futures contracts. The price of WTI is often referenced in news reports on oil
prices, alongside the price of Brent crude from the North Sea. Other important oil markers include the
Dubai Crude, Oman Crude, Urals oil and the OPEC Reference Basket. WTI is lighter and sweeter than
Brent, and considerably lighter and sweeter than Dubai or Oman.”
1. Go to http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/categories/32217

2. Select the time period you want – for this one I will check “Monthly”. Then click on the dZ dot
and drag to your account.
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3. Click on “Crude Oil Prices: West Texas Intermediate (WTI) – Cushing, Oklahoma in your data
series listing to see a basic chart (partial):
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CREATING/MODIFYING TABLES
Creating and saving tables allows you to modify what is automatically produced by dataZoa (for
example, the Data / Value listing shown immediately above. Returning to the building permits example
just shown, we modify the table as follows:
1. Check the box (at the left) for the series you want and then click on “Table” and then New when
you see the option. For this one I selected not only the Single Family shown below but also
Total, which is farther down the list (but does not show up below).

2. The initial screen will look like the following:
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3. The following steps show how to make some modifications. First, the current number of
periods is 6 – if we change that to 7 we will see 7 years of data:

Note that for tables, there is an upper limit of 50 periods which can be shown. (When you click
on the dropdown list for number of periods and scroll down, the last option will be 50.) When
there are more values shown than can fit conveniently on the screen, there will be a slider
provided to scoot back and forth horizontally to cover other time periods.
Note, also, that currently the values in tables must be laid out horizontally, as shown in the
previous table (running from 2007 to 2013 in the same row). The capacity to allow transposition
of the data is on the company’s to-do list, but it’s too early to estimate when this option might
be available.
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4. Currently, the labels are really long, so you can use the “Knock Out Repetitive Label Text” option
to help with that and a title – first click on that option and then over to the right on “Identify
Repetitive Phrases”:
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5. Then if the “knocked out” text looks like a reasonably good title (or the basis for a start of one,
which you can modify), then copy that text, click back on Table Settings, and then enter it as the
table title:
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6. Since permit counts are integers, you can also format the values in the table as integers, using
the Cell Formatting option (and you have to hit Apply when you are ready for the change):
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7. You can also have dataZoa attribute your data source by selecting “Footer” and checking the box
for “Cite public sources automatically”.

8. When you are done (or really at any time, but at least when you are done), give the table a
name and save it. I named this one “CuyahogaCountyPermits”. NOTE: the names can contain
spaces, so I could have named it “Cuyahoga County Permits”.

9. Suppose after all of this that I decide I want to include another row in the table. First, I close the
table window and return to the listing of my data series. Then suppose that I want to add Twofamily building permits:

First I check the box for the two-family permits, then I return to the table (same way I got in
before – click on Table then on CuyahogaCountyPermits.
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10. Once I get back to my table, I click on Row Settings, and then if I want it after the single-family
row (which is the currently selected row – see “Select Row:”), I will click on “After” in the “Add
Row(s) box:

11. This will produce a new table which includes a row for Two Family.
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12. Now I want to add a row at the bottom of the table which will display the percent change from
the previous year’s value. Under Row Settings, Labels and Calculations, first select the row you
want the new values to follow – in this case it’s row 3 (Total), so I make sure that is selected:

13. Next, go to “Insert Calculated Row” and change it to what you want (here, Percent Change As
“% Chg”). Also in the “Change over” box, choose the comparison period (here, the prior period,
which in this case is the prior year’s value). Then click the “Arrows” box if you would like green
(positive) and red (negative) arrows to appear next to the values.
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14. The new table should then appear something like the following:
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CREATING/MODIFYING CHARTS
Creating and saving charts allows you to modify what is automatically produced by dataZoa. For this
example, I’m going back to the CPI example.
1. Click on the series to be used and then on Chart, then on New when the option comes up.
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2. When the chart comes up it should look something like the following:

Note that, currently, when dataZoa lays out the data line in the chart, there is a little space
between both the left vertical axis and the data line, and between the right vertical axis and the
data line. That is, in the case shown above, there are a few years shown on the x-axis both on
the left and right for which the data do not exist. At some point in the future, dataZoa plans to
allow the user more control over this.
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3. To put a title on the y-axis, click on the “Axes” button on the left (while still under “Chart
Styles”), and then add a title:
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Note that the values on the y-axis (in the preceding chart the values are 50, 100, …, 250) are
automatically generated by dataZoa and cannot be formatted differently. (However, in tables
you can change the format – see Point 6 above under “Creating/Modifying Tables”.) Following
is an example chart (using a different time series not described in this write up) which displays
this issue – the original data have values between 13,000 and 15,000. dataZoa displays these
data by adding the text “(in 000s)” as the title for the y-axis, and then displays the y-axis values
with two decimal points. This is another issue dataZoa is working on and is expected to offer
more user options in the future.
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4. dataZoa also offers several overlays for your chart. For this example, I chose “US Recessions”,
from the “Epochal Overlay” box, in the “Chart Styles” tab:
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5. As is the case for tables, if you want the source of the data in there, you can click on Footer and
then check the “Cite public sources automatically”:
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6. If you want to change the chart title, you do that in the “Chart Styles” tab, under “Chart Title”.

7. Note that currently dataZoa requires you to have a title, and it cannot be blank spaces, or the
chart will not show up. So for now the fix for this is the following: go into a text processor such
as Word, hit the tab key, copy the tab spacing from Word, and paste it into the Chart Title Box.
When the chart refreshes, there will be no title. (Process is shown next.)
(Preceding is the tab copied in Word)

(Copied tab in Chart Title box)
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(Title is now gone in chart)
8. When you are done (or really at any time, but at least when you are done), give the chart a
name and save it. I named this one “CPIChart”.
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CREATING dZBOARDS
A dzBoard is a place where you can combine tables and charts into one presentation for easy display.
These boards can be accessed by other users and embedded, downloaded, etc.
1. Up at the top of the main page, click on dZBoards:

2. Click on New to create a new one. (If you already have one saved then instead click on the
option box where it currently reads “Following”, and then select your board from the pull down
list.)

(For opening a saved board)

(For creating a new board)

3. Enter a name for your new board and hit “Create new”:
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4. When you get the “created” announcement, you can just click “Ok”.

5. Next, you will see many options to play with your board. For this example, there is currently
nothing in the board, so click on “Add”:

6. In the Tables list, select “Cuyahoga County Permits”, and then click on the Charts tab and also
select “CPIChart”, then click on “Add Now”
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7. At this point the board should look like the following (the red arrows show where to click to
make changes – they both start out as pluses, but I clicked on the first one to show the options).
Note also that this screen shot of the table is an earlier one which included only the single family
and total rows.
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8. After Clicking on “(add notes…)” you should see the following screen of options for the table:
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9. For the permits table, I added some basic titling and a youtube movie about modern home
construction (below). See step 10 for a look at the changes in the board.
a. Checking the “Add separator above display” puts the horizontal line in between “CPI
and Permits” and the “PERMITS” title above the table.
b. The “<span style…> code puts the title “PERMITS” in bold green above the table, left
side (boards are actually divided into two columns, so the table part is considered the
left side) placement, and centered above the table.
c. The coding in the “Beside” box puts the text “Modern Home Construction Video (Click to
View” to the right of the display (means the right hand column), and if you click on it
you will see a construction video
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10. Below is how the board now looks after making changes in the table portion.

11. For me the address of this board is shown in the web browser address at the top (partial):

12. If I click on the “(share)” option , I can find the address for this board which I can send to any
user, or embed it in some other software and, when clicked, the user will be taken to a version
of this board.
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13. After clicking on the share option, you will see a screen like the following. The text found in
“Your shareable link” can be provided to anyone you want to see this board. You can also set up
a password and a greeting if you wish.

14. Going back to point 12 just above, if I click on public view (instead of share), it takes me to a site
which shows me what others will see. Once again, the address is
http://www.datazoa.com/mydz/mydataboards.asp?uid=dzadmin&databoard_id=mjlnggokh&
dzuuid=2218&tablabel=CPI+and+Permits&action=publicview
Anyone can put that into a browser and pull up a functioning version of the board. (Note that
the table shown at this site is the current one, which includes 3 rows of counts, plus the %
change row.)
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USING COMPUTE CLOUD FORMULAS TO MODIFY DATA SERIES
There is free software named dataZephyr which you can put on your own computer; it allows you to
move a dataZoa data series into Zephyr and analyze the data using, for example, regression. You can
also modify your data set using functions and formulas in dataZephyr. However, for the 2.0 version of
dataZoa, some of this dataset modification capacity has been put right into dataZoa.
From the workbench tab in dataZoa, you can access the cloud formulas by first selecting a data series
and then clicking either on the “beaker” or the box with the cross in it at the top. In the following
example, suppose you want a time series consisting of the count of all occupied units for which the
monthly housing cost is less than $300 (but > $0). Note the 3 boxes checked to define this group:

After clicking on either the box with the plus or the beaker, you will see a screen like the following:
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For this first example, suppose we just want to add together the 3 time series. You need to add a title in
the Title box because a new data series is going to be created. I have named this one “Housing Cost
Under 300”. (See next graphic.) Next, each series can be referred to by the value in the “Variable Name”
box in the first column of the table. In this case we can sum them by entering the formula “V1+V2+V3”
in the formula box. (See next graphic.)

After entering the formula, hit the “Test” tab below and dZ will make sure it is valid, and then provide a
message about the last value:

If you then click on “Save and Quit”, you will see the newly-created data series at the top of your list,
and you will see the beaker next to it to indicate it was created using a cloud formula:
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To check out the values in the new data series and its component series, click on the “dZ Dropzone” tab
to see the series plus some of the most recent values. (In this case, the values only run from the years
2010 to 2013 so you only see values for those years. The value of 7,775,771 for “Housing Cost Under
300” is equal to 5,138,713 + 2,191,381 + 445,677:

Now suppose that for the “Housing Cost Under 300” series you want to display, instead of the original
values, the difference for each year’s value from the value for 2010 (so the 2010 value becomes a “0”
value). We could return to the workbench tab and do this from there, but since it can also be done from
the dZ Dropzone tab, this demo will be from the latter. First click on the down triangle just above
“Housing Cost Under 300”:
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This will bring up a list of options:

Select “Make a ComputeCloud Formula” and you will be taken to another screen with options for
creating for modifying the series.

The formula for this is V1-GETPT(V1,1). This asks dZ to take the value of each point in our series (only
one series here: V1), and subtract from it the first value in this series. The function GETPT and many
others can be found in the “ComputeCloud Reference” – as noted on the screen you can download it for
future reference. In the version I am working from, on page 28 the function is described:
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When the formula is applied and the new data series is created, the original and the new data series
look like the following:
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If both series are plotted in the same chart they look like the following. (Note that when the data came
in they were actually dated as 1/1/2010, …, 1/1/2013, which is why there are various monthly ticks on
the x-axis, even though there are only 4 data points for each series.
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DZ DROPZONE
The dZ Dropzone tab was added for Version 2.0. Some of its options are also available in the Workbench
tab. One addition the dropzone was designed to provide is a quick look at your data series’ values,
without having to create a table or chart. By default, the screen opens with several of the most current
data values showing. If you want to see others, you can use the arrow, double-arrows, first-value arrow,
or enter a particular date into the calendar box.

The main options for manipulating the data appear when you click on the downward triangle just above
the name of the data series (the triangle turns 90 degrees when you click on it):
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The “Make Table” and “Make Chart Displays” function the same as described for the workbench. The
“Make a ComputeCloud Formula” is the same as described in the section for that above. If you would
like to have several series grouped together in the listings, you can first “Pick Individual Series” and
select all you want to group together, and then select “Make one dataBlock from any checked Series.”
Once you have created a dataBlock, you can reorder the rows within it. For example, “before”:

Then after the dataBlock has been created you will see another option for this group which allows you
to reorder the rows (partial):
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If you then click on “Reorder rows in this dataBlock you can move the rows into a different order, using
the icons with the up and down arrows (partial):
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After the rows were rearranged, the dataBlock was sorted from highest to lowest, with the total at the
bottom:
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Then if you go to make a table out of this, this will be the order of the rows in the table :

.
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UPLOADING YOUR OWN DATA
You can also upload your own data series into dZ. These data series will not automatically be updated.
On the data Zoa main bar at the top, you will see the “Upload My Data” option.

When you click on Upload, you will come to the following screen:

Note that on the “Paste, Drag…” screen, over to the right you can get some help with how your data can
be formatted in order to be accepted properly into dZ. In the following example, the data were copied
directly out of an Excel spreadsheet:
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The guide provided by dZ offers help for all sorts of data configurations. For the following, the data are
stored in multiple columns and the headers are specific to each column. There is a separate note about
dates which states, “If the series is arranged vertically, dates must be in the leftmost column.” In this
case, the values of the cells G1-I1 in the Excel file will become the names of the series in dZ (partial):

When the data are entered into the Upload box in dZ, they look like this:
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Then after you hit the Upload button, you will see a screen like the following:

Note that the 3 data sets for Ohio now show up as the first 3 listed, with names which correspond to the
column headings in Excel. You can “Name the Dataset” – this can save a little time when you next want
to update the data (more on this below). I named this set of 3 “OhioParticipation”.
The screen for the workbench will then look like the following at the top:

Note that over to the right, under “Access”, for the first 3 series, there is a lock, while for the fourth
there is a blue globe. This means that the first 3 series can only be viewed by persons with whom you
share the series, while the fourth can be viewed by all, if you publish a chart, table, or dzBoard which
includes this series. By default any data you pull in from a public source (American Fact Finder, BLS,
FRED, etc.) will be “Public”, while any data you upload manually will “Private”. If you click on either the
lock or the globe, the access status will flip to the other one, so in this case, if I want to publish one or
more of the first 3 data series, I need to change the lock to a globe.
At some point in the future you may want to update the data you have uploaded. The update option
can be found in the same area as the upload option:
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Clicking on the “Update” option brings up the following screen:

Clicking on the curved arrow in the OhioParticipation row brings up a screen which allows you to
manually update the latest value(s):
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TIPS and NOTES
1. The dZ-dot: When pulling data from the source to your cloud dataZoa site, first hover over the
dZ-dot and then pull from “Drag this datalink to dataZoa” – don’t just try to drag the dot.
2. Not seeing the dz-dot at the source: Sometimes the dot doesn’t show up right away. You can
try a couple of things. One is to left double-click on the source screen a few times. Another is to
refresh the screen. Another is to wait and hope for the best – often it can take several seconds.
3. Downloading multiple series at once but not wanting all of the fields/series: Suppose you
accessed monthly housing costs via the B25104 ACS 5-year 2013 table in American Fact Finder:
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You just want the values which are inside the red box, but you don’t want to download each of
the 15 series separately. So you can hover over one of the dZ dots and select “Drag all data to
dataZoa”. Since there are 15 rows and 2 columns, you would figure that 30 series will be pulled
over. However, instead of a single “margin of error”, there are actually both “margin of error
low” and “margin of error high.” In any case, you can go to the “Find on this page:” box and
enter something like “margin of error” (no quotes).

Once you enter “margin of error” you will see only those which have “margin of error” in the
title (partial):
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You should scan them to make sure you really want to get rid of all of them (perhaps there were
margin of errors for other series and you did want to keep the margin of error series for those).
If you want to get rid of all of the ones on the page, you can check the box at the upper left (all
will then get checked), and then hit delete (partial screen):

You should then see a screen telling you how many series will be deleted and asking whether or
not you really want to do it. In this, as we noted above there should be 30 series we want to
delete, and that is what is reported in the box:
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If there are more than 30 series to be deleted you will get another chance:

Now if I enter “margin of error” in the “Find on this page” box I get no series returned:
Most likely, your page size will be set at the default of 50 (showing max of 50 series per page on
the screen). However, if you go into your Profile you can change the page size:
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After you click on your profile, you will see (without the red box):

If you click on Edit, you can change the pagesize (mine is currently at 200), and then when you
do a search (or whenever you are looking at your series), it will show up to the value you set as
the maximum per page.
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4. Some help finding data series. If you need help finding data series, dataZoa currently provides
some help. On the main page, over to the right at the top is the “Locate WWW Data” option.

Clicking on the “Locate WWW Data” option will take you to the following screen:

As an example, if you then click on “Economy”, you will see the following:
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If you click on “United States”, you will see
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Note that first entry in the preceding list is the source for the building permits used as Example 2
in the body of this document. Another site which is used a lot in the Urban College is “FRED”
(Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis). Clicking on that one gets you to (partial page):
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Continuing further into FRED, if you click on “Federal Government Debt” under “National
Accounts” , you will see multiple series available for download by dataZoa (partial page):
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5. For the same data set, DataZoa accessibility might apply on one site but not on another. An
example is probably the best way to illustrate this. We found that when we looked on the
Standard and Poor’s site for the Case Shiller housing index, it could not be accessed via dataZoa.
However, on the FRED site, it is available – see next two screen shots.
S&P/CASE-SHILLER SITE

FRED SITE
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6. Getting rid of scroll bars in Tables. Sometimes when creating a table, instead of showing the
entire table in dZ, you may see scroll bars which enable you to move to see currently hidden
sections. (This may not matter to you if you aren’t planning on taking screen shots.) Most of
the time this seems to be a function of the options for text along the bottom of the chart. The
various entities are shown below

“Watermark” option under
“Profile/Preferences” for
your account – but not in
student accounts

“Show legend” option
under “Chart Styles”
“Attribution” option
under “Footer”

“Cite public
sources
automatically”
option under
“Footer”

Each of these 5 has its own option under “Features” in the “Footer” tab

“Snapshot” option
under “Features”
in the “Footer” tab
– can output pdf
or png

As this looks above, there is currently no problem. However, if all of the bottom row options are
deselected, plus the attribution option is deselected, it looks like the following, which includes
scroll bars:

(These two icons are currently hidden above but can be seen after scrolling.)
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This spacing issue is being worked on and probably won’t be a problem sometime soon. In the
meantime, we have been informed that the “watermark” and the “snapshot” tools are the ones
which most likely could cause a problem. In this case, removing the snapshot option took care
of the problem. At this point, the watermark can only be turned off in publisher-level accounts,
so if you have a student-level account (which almost everyone has), you will need to play around
with including/excluding via the other options, if you wind up with scroll bars and it matters to
you. NOTE: when the chart is published, the scroll bars don’t show up, so it’s only a problem
while viewing in the Chart mode of dZ.
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